
  ac- 1921 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  ac- 1921 # epiginosko {ep-ig-in-oce'-ko}; from 1909 and 1097;
to know upon some mark, i.e. recognize; by implication, to
become fully acquainted with, to acknowledge: -- ({ac-}, have,
take)know(-ledge, well), perceive.[ql

  acquaintance 1110 # gnostos {gnoce-tos'}; from 1097; well-
known: -- {acquaintance}, (which may be) known, notable.[ql

  advice 1106 # gnome {gno'-may}; from 1097; cognition, i.e.
(subjectively) opinion, or (objectively) resolve (counsel,
consent, etc.): -- {advice}, + agree, judgment, mind, purpose,
will.[ql

  agree 1106 # gnome {gno'-may}; from 1097; cognition, i.e.
(subjectively) opinion, or (objectively) resolve (counsel,
consent, etc.): -- advice, + {agree}, judgment, mind, purpose,
will.[ql

  allow 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- {allow}, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be sure,
understand.[ql

  aware 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be {aware} (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be sure,
understand.[ql

  be 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, {be}
sure, understand.[ql

  be 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, {be} resolved, can speak, be
sure, understand.[ql

  be 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, {be} aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be sure,
understand.[ql

  be 1110 # gnostos {gnoce-tos'}; from 1097; well-known: --
acquaintance, (which may {be}) known, notable.[ql

  before 4267 # proginosko {prog-in-oce'-ko}; from 4253 and 1097;
 to know beforehand, i.e. foresee: -- foreknow (ordain), know
({before}).[ql

  blame 2607 # kataginosko {kat-ag-in-o'-sko}; from 2596 and
1097; to note against, i.e. find fault with: -- {blame}, condemn.
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[ql

  called 3686 # onoma {on'-om-ah}; from a presumed derivative of
the base of 1097 (compare 3685); a "name" (literally or
figuratively) [authority, character]: -- {called}, (+ sur-)name(-
d).[ql

  can 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, {can} speak, be
sure, understand.[ql

  certify 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of
1097; to make known; subjectively, to know: -- {certify},
declare, make known, give to understand, do to wit, wot.[ql

  condemn 2607 # kataginosko {kat-ag-in-o'-sko}; from 2596 and
1097; to note against, i.e. find fault with: -- blame, {condemn}.
[ql

  declare 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of
1097; to make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify,
{declare}, make known, give to understand, do to wit, wot.[ql

  do 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of 1097; to
make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare, make
known, give to understand, {do} to wit, wot.[ql

  blame 2607 # kataginosko {kat-ag-in-o'-sko}; from 2596 and
1097; to note against, i.e. find fault with: -- {blame}, condemn.
[ql

  expert 1109 # gnostes {gnoce'-tace}; from 1097; a knower: --
{expert}.[ql

  feel 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), {feel},
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be sure,
understand.[ql

  foreknow 4267 # proginosko {prog-in-oce'-ko}; from 4253 and
1097; to know beforehand, i.e. foresee: -- {foreknow} (ordain),
know (before).[ql

  give 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of 1097;
to make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare, make
known, {give} to understand, do to wit, wot.[ql

  have 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
({have}) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be
sure, understand.[ql

  have 1921 # epiginosko {ep-ig-in-oce'-ko}; from 1909 and 1097;
to know upon some mark, i.e. recognize; by implication, to
become fully acquainted with, to acknowledge: -- (ac-, {have},
take)know(-ledge, well), perceive.[ql

  hearts 2589 # kardiognostes {kar-dee-og-noce'-tace}; from 2588
and 1097; a heart-knower: -- which knowest the {hearts}.[ql
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  judgment 1106 # gnome {gno'-may}; from 1097; cognition, i.e.
(subjectively) opinion, or (objectively) resolve (counsel,
consent, etc.): -- advice, + agree, {judgment}, mind, purpose,
will.[ql

  know 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) {know}(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be
sure, understand.[ql

  know 1231 # diaginosko {dee-ag-in-o'-sko}; from 1223 and 1097;
to know thoroughly, i.e. ascertain exactly: -- (would) enquire,
{know} the uttermost.[ql

  know 4267 # proginosko {prog-in-oce'-ko}; from 4253 and 1097;
to know beforehand, i.e. foresee: -- foreknow (ordain), {know}
(before).[ql

  knowest 2589 # kardiognostes {kar-dee-og-noce'-tace}; from
2588 and 1097; a heart-knower: -- which {knowest} the hearts.[ql

  knowledge 1108 # gnosis {gno'-sis}; from 1097; knowing (the
act), i.e. (by implication) knowledge: -- {knowledge}, science.
[ql

  known 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of 1097;
to make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare, make
{known}, give to understand, do to wit, wot.[ql

  known 1110 # gnostos {gnoce-tos'}; from 1097; well-known: --
acquaintance, (which may be) {known}, notable.[ql

  make 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of 1097;
to make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare,
{make} known, give to understand, do to wit, wot.[ql

  may 1110 # gnostos {gnoce-tos'}; from 1097; well-known: --
acquaintance, (which {may} be) known, notable.[ql

  mind 1106 # gnome {gno'-may}; from 1097; cognition, i.e.
(subjectively) opinion, or (objectively) resolve (counsel,
consent, etc.): -- advice, + agree, judgment, {mind}, purpose,
will.[ql

  mind 3563 # nous {nooce}; probably from the base of 1097; the
intellect, i.e. mind (divine or human; in thought, feeling, or
will); by implication meaning: -- {mind}, understanding. Compare
5590.[ql

  notable 1110 # gnostos {gnoce-tos'}; from 1097; well-known: --
acquaintance, (which may be) known, {notable}.[ql

  of 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware ({of}), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be sure,
understand.[ql

  ordain 4267 # proginosko {prog-in-oce'-ko}; from 4253 and 1097;
 to know beforehand, i.e. foresee: -- foreknow ({ordain}), know
(before).[ql
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  perceive 1921 # epiginosko {ep-ig-in-oce'-ko}; from 1909 and
1097; to know upon some mark, i.e. recognize; by implication, to
become fully acquainted with, to acknowledge: -- (ac-, have,
take)know(-ledge, well), {perceive}.[ql

  perceived 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), {perceived}, be resolved, can speak, be
sure, understand.[ql

  permission 4774 # suggnome {soong-gno'-may}; from a compound
of 4862 and 1097; fellow knowledge, i.e. concession: --
{permission}.[ql

  purpose 1106 # gnome {gno'-may}; from 1097; cognition, i.e.
(subjectively) opinion, or (objectively) resolve (counsel,
consent, etc.): -- advice, + agree, judgment, mind, {purpose},
will.[ql

  read 0314 # anaginosko {an-ag-in-oce'-ko}; from 303 and 1097;
to know again, i.e. (by extension) to read: -- {read}.[ql

  resolved 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be {resolved}, can speak, be
sure, understand.[ql

  science 1108 # gnosis {gno'-sis}; from 1097; knowing (the act),
 i.e. (by implication) knowledge: -- knowledge, {science}.[ql

  speak 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can {speak}, be
sure, understand.[ql

  sur-)name 3686 # onoma {on'-om-ah}; from a presumed derivative
of the base of 1097 (compare 3685); a "name" (literally or
figuratively) [authority, character]: -- called, (+ {sur-)name}(-
d).[ql

  sure 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of a
primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be
{sure}, understand.[ql

  take)know 1921 # epiginosko {ep-ig-in-oce'-ko}; from 1909 and
1097; to know upon some mark, i.e. recognize; by implication, to
become fully acquainted with, to acknowledge: -- (ac-, have,
{take)know}(-ledge, well), perceive.[ql

  the 1231 # diaginosko {dee-ag-in-o'-sko}; from 1223 and 1097;
to know thoroughly, i.e. ascertain exactly: -- (would) enquire,
know {the} uttermost.[ql

  the 2589 # kardiognostes {kar-dee-og-noce'-tace}; from 2588
and 1097; a heart-knower: -- which knowest {the} hearts.[ql

  to 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of 1097; to
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make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare, make
known, give to understand, do {to} wit, wot.[ql

  to 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of 1097; to
make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare, make
known, give {to} understand, do to wit, wot.[ql

  understand 1097 # ginosko {ghin-oce'-ko}; a prolonged form of
a primary verb; to "know" (absolutely) in a great variety of
applications and with many implications (as follow, with others
not thus clearly expressed): -- allow, be aware (of), feel,
(have) know(-ledge), perceived, be resolved, can speak, be sure,
{understand}.[ql

  understand 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of
1097; to make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare,
make known, give to {understand}, do to wit, wot.[ql

  understanding 3563 # nous {nooce}; probably from the base of
1097; the intellect, i.e. mind (divine or human; in thought,
feeling, or will); by implication meaning: -- mind,
{understanding}. Compare 5590.[ql

  uttermost 1231 # diaginosko {dee-ag-in-o'-sko}; from 1223 and
1097; to know thoroughly, i.e. ascertain exactly: -- (would)
enquire, know the {uttermost}.[ql

  well 1921 # epiginosko {ep-ig-in-oce'-ko}; from 1909 and 1097;
to know upon some mark, i.e. recognize; by implication, to
become fully acquainted with, to acknowledge: -- (ac-, have,
take)know(-ledge, {well}), perceive.[ql

  which 1110 # gnostos {gnoce-tos'}; from 1097; well-known: --
acquaintance, ({which} may be) known, notable.[ql

  which 2589 # kardiognostes {kar-dee-og-noce'-tace}; from 2588
and 1097; a heart-knower: -- {which} knowest the hearts.[ql

  will 1106 # gnome {gno'-may}; from 1097; cognition, i.e.
(subjectively) opinion, or (objectively) resolve (counsel,
consent, etc.): -- advice, + agree, judgment, mind, purpose,
{will}.[ql

  wit 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of 1097;
to make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare, make
known, give to understand, do to {wit}, wot.[ql

  wot 1107 # gnorizo {gno-rid'-zo}; from a derivative of 1097;
to make known; subjectively, to know: -- certify, declare, make
known, give to understand, do to wit, {wot}.[ql

  would 1231 # diaginosko {dee-ag-in-o'-sko}; from 1223 and 1097;
 to know thoroughly, i.e. ascertain exactly: -- ({would})
enquire, know the uttermost.[ql

 

~~~~~~
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